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0. As far back as we can trace the letter 0,

•

food. Oak bark is an important tanning
it has undergone slight change. Its first ap-- material, and the acorn of a Greek oak propearance seems to have been in the Phoonician duces valonia for tanning.
alphabet as a slightly irregular circle. It was
The well-known British oak is the largest
and most valuable of all the oak
supposed to represent an eye, and
was called Ayin, the Phrenician SECTION OF AN OAK-GALL trees, and is celebrated in myth
word for " eye."
and history. This tree is a veriIn the Greek alphabet, as we
table giant, with sturdy Hmbs anrl
now have it, there are two char-.
enormous girth.
The zigzag
acters for this letter, great 0
growth of the limbs in older trees
(Omega, n) and little o (Omicron,
causes them to have a twisted
o ), but originally there was only
appearance, which gives rise t o
the phrase, " the gnarled British
one. Such departures from the
perfect circle as we find in
oak,'' and adds to their general
ancient inscriptions were due to
picturesqueness. This kingly
the difficulty of inscribing a circle
tree lives to a great age, and
in stone.
some fine specjmens which are
Thus sometimes its form is
still standing in England date
· that of an ellipse, sometimes it You can see the hole in which the back to the Anglo-Saxon period.
is square, and sometimes it is
young gall-fly grew up.
This species is liberally scattered
shaped almost as a diamond.
over most of the continent of Europe.
OAK.
Long ago great forests of oak
The next most important European oak is
covered whole sections of England and the Turkey oak, which was introduced into
central Europe, and alT H E B RA v E 0 L 0 0 A K
England about the
though they have been ;·· :·.
.
..-. :-·
. ··,-:···-· middle of the 18th cengradually cleared with · ·: .
· . · :-'.-. :· ·
. ·..
<·· .j tury. It grows very
the progress of civiliza~ :.:...· ·
:: . ·· . ·" quickly in the southern
tion, the hardy oak ; .. .:. :. · ·:
,
counties, but its wood
.:· ·. .
does not stand weather
still remains among the :· ·
most important of trees .
:. .; like the British oak.
in France, Germany, ·
The ilex or holm oak,
and southern Russia, · ·
so called from its resupplying quantities of
' semblance to holly, is
lumber which is uni~ evergreen, and is useful
. : as an ornamental tree
:versally useful. There
are more than 200 .. .
· 1 affording shelter from
:: i the wind.
species of the oak distributed over the tern- := .·
:• i
About 50 species of
perate parts of Europe,
·
the genus oak are nat i v e t o A m er i c a.
Asia, North America
and northern Africa, a
Among the best-known
is the white oak, a .
few species extending
into the tropical Andes,
stately graceful tree,
the :H imalayas, the
reaching a height of 70
Philippine Islands, and
to lOO feet. · Its trunk,
Borneo.
which often· reaches
All oaks bear acorns, This stately monarch ot the greenwood is one of the most a diameter of 3 to
a fruit peculiar to these
important trees in all temperate lands.
.,
. 4 feet, is covered with
trees. Pigs fe~d upon acorns, and squirrels whitish furrowed bark, and this gives the tree its
and some birds store them away for winter namec- The tree attains its greatest perfection
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